The Life After Volume 1 (Life After Tp)

Finding love is tough, even in the
afterlife... Writer Joshua Hale Fialkov and
artist Gabriel Bautista take readers on a
coming-of-age journey through the
purgatory of suicides and other after-death
planes of existence. All so a guy named
Jude can catch Ms. Right.- USA
TODAYClever... The Life After creates an
intriguing, potentially gonzo mystery.-NERDISTThe Life After is a wondrous
and intriguing debut that gets better with
every page. - IGNJudes life is nothing
special. It seems like every day is just a
repeat of the last one, until one day, he
meets a woman and can suddenly see into
her past -- revealing that he is actually in
Purgatory for suicides. Now that hes
awake, he and the legendary Ernest
Hemingway are on the path to change
things in the afterlife for the better. Of
course, that might not sit very well with the
bigwigs down below or up above. Can just
a few people change the course of billions
of souls? This trade collects the first five
issues of the ongoing series, that Joshua
Wilson (Nailbiter & Birthright) calls, an
amazing work of comics.
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